
How to avoid your clients being sued for £2 million



A nation of NIMBY’s (Not In My 
Back Yard).
BANANA (Build Absolutely Nothing 
Anywhere Near Anything).
The British public have a knee jerk 
reaction of hatred and fear towards 
development. 
95% of a solicitors client base is 
concerned about development.

The Public – The client









On average 60% of housing land comes from windfall developments. 
There are still huge areas of land yet to be developed. 

80% of urban properties have land that could be developed within 75m.

The Urban Area









Same Council Web Site – Different conclusion

What is a  
SHLAA?  

Land to the south shown as green belt on local plan
Same land, same web site but land identified as  
suitable for development in SHLAA















“Information is power. 
So why would any conveyancing solicitor not offer their 
client the opportunity to learn about what the future may 

hold in terms of any possible development threat or 
opportunity?”



















Travellers
Site











Housing Association – near miss



An experienced solicitor, who was clearly very bright and diligent, was working on a probate 
case and instructed an estate agent to value the property.  

She considered that there was no obvious development potential and the estate agent didn’t 
comment on there being any either.  

As usual the inheritance tax report was submitted to the Inland Revenue and passed for 
assessment to the District Valuer.

 
He found that the value was a lot higher due to 'hope value' potential.  

Despite our victim’s response being that this was only potential and not necessarily able to be 
released. 

HMRC advised that a probate valuation should be done considering hope value and tax paid 
on that value, whether there is planning or not.  

They fined the executors (which the firm had to pay for providing false information) in the region 
of £8000 plus tax. 



Getting a realistic valuation for a property's market value.

You should ask the valuer to provide a realistic price of a property's market value - the 'open market' 
value. 

The valuation should take into account anything that might increase or reduce the value of the 
property and you should ask the valuer to do this. See more in the sections below. 

There may be something about the property that makes it particularly appealing to buyers. 

For example, an unusually large garden, or access to other development land. 

If the property has features that make it more attractive to buyers then the valuation may need to 
increase.



How safe is that view?



Sometimes even a water  view can hold surprises. 
Consent exposed for 600 room permanent floating hotel.





Charles Chatterji BSc MRICS

“the loss of such a water view in this case could take as 
much as 25% off the value of a property.”



1000 
Dwellings 



Brighton Marina



Brighton







Unless fast-tracked, reports are 
returned within 5 working days. 

All DevAssess reports include either a 
Plansearch Plus or GroundSure Planning 
report.



2200 homes

















Suitable for small 
residential and 
commercial up to
0.25 of an acre.
Includes Panning data

Suitable for larger 
commercial and 
residential over 0.25 of 
an acres, and up to 40 
acres.
Includes Panning data

All city locations For probate



“My team include a Devassess search as standard in  
every transaction we work on. The reports are  
invaluable for buyers, lenders and solicitors providing  
full information from the experts in respect of all  
development risks. The search is also a game changing  
addition to assess development potential. We act for  
many private banks and after hearing our testimonial  
on the information provided by Devassess, they now  
correctly insist that we include the search as a standard  
requirement. This is an essential for all property lawyers.” 
Caroline Robertjot – Adams & Remers



80% of all urban properties have one or more unexploited development 
risk within 75m.

2018 29% from Jan 1st

Norwich 8.2%
Cambridge 31%
Ipswich 18.7%
Maidstone 25%
Sevenoaks 25%
Devon 28%
Portsmouth 10%
Manchester 42%
Hertfordshire 19.7%
Cobham, Esher and Weybridge 23%
Reigate & Redhill 18%

Stats



Thank you

“I suspect that your services will become a standard 
requirement for all solicitor conveyancing searches – it 
looks like you are on to a good thing!”


